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Abstract

Conformal cooling channels are becoming one of the next big steps in the fabrication of moulds and tools. Mass flow rate and heat transfer are affected by the surface roughness in the cooling channels. The freeform shape of conformal cooling channels makes it difficult to evaluate the internal roughness with respect to classic planar techniques. This work presents a fitted-ellipse method to evaluate internal surface features of helical cooling channels. The investigated cooling channel was made from maraging steel 300 and manufactured with the selective laser melting process. X-ray computed tomography and image analysis were utilized in order to generate a freeform nominal surface by fitting ellipses to the reconstructed surface. The nominal surface was compared to the reconstructed surface and resulted in a point cloud of deviation values. The deviation values were used as input for deviation plots, inner area and volume estimations together with estimations of classic area surface parameters, according to ISO 25178-2:2012. Results showed that the internal surface features were highly orientation dependent, with extreme roughness observed on the downward facing surface of the cooling channel. The arithmetical mean height and average maximum height of the total inner surface were estimated at $S_{a} = 13.7 \mu m$ and $S_{z_{25}} = 251 \mu m$, respectively. The mass distribution was positively skewed, the root mean square height was $S_{q} = 21.8 \mu m$ and the peaks observed on the surface were characterized as spiked. The obtained results suggested that the proposed method could evaluate the internal features of a helical cooling channel efficiently and qualitatively, while giving realistic quantitative estimations of the surface roughness characteristics.
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1 Introduction

Capabilities of additive manufacturing are continuously improving and one of its key advantages over conventional manufacturing methods is the freedom of design and possibility of very complex geometries [1, 2]. The continuous progress seen within additive manufacturing and laser powder-bed fusion (LPBF) systems has enabled the manufacture of conformal cooling channels as an exciting next big step within the production of tooling systems. Conformal cooling channels have been shown to decrease cycle time, reduce residual stresses and warpage and increase accuracy of injection mould produced parts. This is due to a faster and more controlled cooling during manufacturing [1-3]. Nevertheless, additively manufactured conformal cooling channels are not challenge free. In order to build a closed cooling channel, the build itself will use powder as its support since added support structures would be difficult to effectively remove post manufacture [4]. This powder support tends to stick and partly melt together with overhanging surfaces [5]. Hence, characterization of cooling channel surfaces is an important aspect of accurately modelling and predicting the fluid flow and cooling ability of cooling channels. A change in friction factor and internal diameter may affect both mass flow rate due to pressure loss and change the effective heat transfer between fluid and channel wall [6]. This is already known and utilized in corrugated cooling channels. However, being able to accurately control and predict the cooling ability of a selective laser melting (SLM) produced cooling channel, requires knowledge of the expected internal surface features.

The overhanging areas of LPBF parts face significant challenges with roughness. Much research has been done within the investigation of roughness on overhanging sections of LPBF parts and the optimization of roughness by investigating the influence of common LPBF process parameters [5, 7, 8]. More often than not, classic roughness evaluations are made using profile analysis according to ISO 4288:1996 [9], giving parameters such as $R_{a}$, $R_{k}$ and $R_{q}$. Using profile characterization is intuitively adequate for linear features, in cases where this accurately describes the whole part. When a part has a complex geometry of multiple angled and rounded surfaces with orientation dependent features, profile characterization falls short. In order to fully characterize a surface, the number of required evaluations could be rather immense. Instead, the use of areal surface roughness parameters such as $S_{q}$, according to ISO 25178-2:2012 [10], together with CT measurements are gaining momentum [11, 12].
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Classic planar techniques are not easily used for evaluating the internal roughness of freeform shapes [13]. Optical techniques are commonly used for areal characterization of the surface roughness, but have limitations in their ability to detect very steep slopes [14]. Large areas may be covered by stitching together topographs, but the complete characterization of SLM produced conformal cooling channels would require a large number of topographs. Finally, the method would require the channels to be cut into small pieces, possibly introducing error sources. For the areal analysis of additively manufactured components and internal features, research has instead moved towards the applicability of X-ray computed tomography (XCT or CT) for dimensional metrology [15]. With computed tomography, it is possible to non-destructively view and assess the internal features of parts, a unique capability currently possible with CT metrology only [16]. CT as a tool for metrology is still under development and a finished ISO standard has yet to be published [15]; instead, researchers look towards the German guideline VDI/VDE 2630 Sheet 1.2 for verifying the accuracy of the CT system [17]. Other methods include using the substitution method following the Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) [18]. Some main areas in which CT scanning metrology is still facing significant hurdles are with respect to poor spatial resolution and completely understanding the error sources [11].

For roughness and deviation analysis of a CT scanned object, different approaches exist. Deviation analysis between a scanned object and a CAD file are possible in most post-processing software [16]. For objects with straight features such as straight cylinders, roughness and deviations are typically evaluated using a nominal surface obtained from a CAD model of the scanned object [19], but that is not done easily with freeform shapes. In order for the voxel size to be small enough to detect small features, an object may have to be scanned in several pieces. Dependent on the geometry of said object, it may be difficult or entirely impossible to properly align a CAD model with the scanned piece.

This work proposes a method for the evaluation of the inner surface roughness of SLM manufactured helical cooling channels. The ultimate goal of the current research is to predict and optimize the fluid flow and cooling ability of conformal cooling channels produced by SLM. In order to evaluate the internal roughness, it is proposed to use a fitted-ellipse approach as opposed to aligning a CAD file with the scanned object. Section 2 presents how a mesh was generated from a stack of fitted ellipses and used as a nominal surface of the cooling channel. The section furthermore describes how the deviation calculations between the nominal surface and the CT scanned surface was performed and utilized for surface evaluation, using areal roughness analysis according to ISO 25178-2:2012. Section 3 presents the deviation results and shows how the inner roughness was found to be highly orientation dependent and how the surface roughness was characterized as positively skewed and spiked. The suggested method is discussed in Section 4 in terms of the apparent accuracy of the method and its limitations. Finally, a conclusion and suggestions for future work are presented in Section 5.

2 Methods

The following section will describe the material and geometry of a SLM produced part used for roughness evaluation, the chosen CT scan strategy, the roughness analysis method and the computation of the roughness estimations.

2.1 Materials

The geometry of the part investigated in this work, was a helical cooling channel produced by the SLM process. The cooling channel was made in maraging steel 300. Figure 1 shows an overview of a test specimen developed with the purpose of testing the current capabilities of additive manufacturing systems [20]. From the multiple subparts found on the test specimen, the cooling channel investigated in this work is marked by the red dotted line. In order to get a representable part of the geometry,
the complete channel was cut from the test specimen using electrical discharge machining. Subsequently a smaller piece was cut from the channel using a saw. The smaller piece can be seen in Figure 2 mounted on a toothpick. The cut piece was one of the ends of the cooling channel and was used for CT scanning. The right side of the piece, as shown in Figure 2, was formerly connected to the rest of the cooling channel.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 2**: Cut cooling channel end-piece used for CT scanning.

### 2.2 CT Measurements

The CT scan of the cut piece was conducted using a ZEISS XRadia 410 Versa system. The X-ray tomograms were obtained by using a voltage of 150 kV, a power of 10 W and a HE3 filter. With a 4X objective and 2x2 binning, a voxel size of 3.55 µm was obtained. The tomograms were recorded with 3210 projections and an exposure time of 18 s per projection. Reconstruction was done using an inbuilt reconstruction software package provided by ZEISS. The software uses filtered-back projection and is based on a Feldkamp, Davis and Kress algorithm [21]. Realignment, cropping and generation of TIFF images for roughness analysis were performed using Avizo 9.2. Figure 3 shows a cut-through section of the three dimensional representation of the reconstructed channel in xz orientation. The cropped and realigned section was subsequently exported as TIFF images in xy orientation. A visualization of the generated image stack can be seen in Figure 4. Each image had a resolution of 992 pixels by 1014 pixels and represented a cross-section of the channel in xy orientation. Due to the voxel size of 3.55 µm, each slice represented a height of 3.55 µm in the stacked direction.

The stack of images, extracted from the CT scanned volume shown in Figure 3, consisted of 996 images of which the inner 900 images were used for analysis due to CT artefacts in the outer images. This lead to an evaluated image stack describing 3.195 mm in the stacked direction.

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 3**: Section of the reconstructed channel, visualized in Avizo, showing the curvature of the channel.

![Image](image3.png)

**Figure 4**: Visualization of the generated stack of images.
2.3 Method of Analysis

The analysis method suggested for investigating the roughness of helical cooling channels was based on a fitted geometry approach. An in-house Python code was developed with the purpose of analysing a complete stack of images automatically. In the following, the proposed approach is described.

Due to different intensities observed in the analysed images, the total stack of 900 images was divided into smaller stacks of 100 images each, where a better thresholding coherence within each stack was found. The stacks would then later be combined. The stacks of images were first loaded into ImageJ in order to obtain a segmentation threshold for each stack. Using the inbuilt “default” function for auto thresholding, the stacks of images were segmented into channel material and air. The “default” function is a variation of the IsoData approach introduced by Ridler and Calvard in 1978 [22, 23]. Subsequently the image stacks were loaded into the in-house Python code and analysed using the obtained segmentation thresholds. The fitted ellipse sequence may be followed in Figure 5(a) through 5(d). Only the internal channel was relevant for the analysis of internal surface roughness, thus the central void of each image was identified and isolated. The inner void was then cleaned from noise using the morphological image processes of image dilation followed by image erosion, in order to accurately fit a line on the contour of the void. An ellipse was then fitted to this contour using an algorithm developed by Fitzgibbon [24]. This way the fitted ellipse represented the underlying surface of the cooling channel wall and served as a nominal geometry.

This process was repeated for each slice, generating a stack of fitted ellipses. These ellipses were used to form a mesh representing the nominal surface of the channel. A mesh of the CT scanned surface was also generated. Both meshes were created using Lewiner’s optimization of the marching cubes method [25]. For each vertex on the CT meshed surface, the Euclidean distance between that point and all vertices on the meshed fitted ellipse surface was computed and the smallest distance was recorded as the deviation from the nominal surface. This yielded a 3D point cloud with a deviation value at each of the vertices of the meshed CT scanned surface.
2.4 Surface Texture Characterization

It was assumed that the nominal surface generated by the fitted ellipse approach represented a reference surface from which 3D roughness parameters would be calculated. Roughness estimations were calculated based on the ISO 25178-2:2012 standard. Due to the complex freeform geometry of the helical cooling channel, no filtering for form was conducted. The surface texture parameters selected for the characterization of the internal channel surface was the general height parameters and can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview of selected surface texture height parameters according to ISO 25178-2:2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_a$ (Arithmetical mean height)</td>
<td>$S_a = \frac{1}{A} \iint_A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_z$ (Maximum height)</td>
<td>$S_z = S_p + S_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_q$ (Root mean square height)</td>
<td>$S_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{A} \iint_A z^2(x,y) , dx , dy}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{sk}$ (Skewness)</td>
<td>$S_{sk} = \frac{1}{S_q^3} \frac{1}{A} \iint_A z^3(x,y) , dx , dy$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{ku}$ (Kurtosis)</td>
<td>$S_{ku} = \frac{1}{S_q^4} \frac{1}{A} \iint_A z^4(x,y) , dx , dy$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_p$ (Maximum peak height)</td>
<td>$S_p = \max(z(x,y))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_v$ (Maximum valley height)</td>
<td>$S_v =</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$S_a$ is the arithmetical mean height of the surface, compared to the mean plane of the surface, and gives a general description of the surface roughness over the area $A$. $z(x,y)$ is the height value observed at a specific point. $S_z$ is the maximum height observed in the sampling area. For this work, where the sampling area was the complete inner surface of the cooling channel, the computed $S_z$ value was calculated as the average of the 10 largest heights, also denoted as $S_{z20}$. $S_q$ is the root mean square height of the surface and is equivalent to the standard deviation of the height. This parameter describes the variation observed in the measured heights. $S_{sk}$ represents the skewness of the observed surface. This parameter describes how the mass is distributed around the mean plane. If $S_{sk} < 0$ most measurement points are above the mean plane, but the valleys are deeper than the peaks are high. If $S_{sk} = 0$ the mass is evenly distributed around the mean plane. If $S_{sk} > 0$ most measurement points are below the mean plane and the peaks are higher than the valleys are deep. In additive manufacturing, this parameter has been found to be able to help distinguish upskin from downskin (overhanging) surfaces [12]. $S_{ku}$ is a measure of the sharpness of the surface roughness. If $S_{ku} < 3$ the surface consists of deep valleys and soft peaks. If $S_{ku} = 3$ the surface has an equal distribution of sharp and soft valleys and peaks. If $S_{ku} > 3$ the surface is characterized by a spiked
surface roughness. $S_{sa}$ is an amplified version of the measure $S_a$, but allows extremes to have a larger impact on the measure, thus giving a better indication of the sharpness of the roughness profile. $S_p$ is the highest peak observed within the sampling area and $S_v$ is the deepest valley observed within the same sampling area. Apart from areal roughness estimations, the in-house Python script also gave estimations of the inner surface area $A_i$ and the volume of the channel cavity $V_i$ as outputs.

Figure 6 shows a schematic overview of the proposed surface characterization methodology, from loading the image stack to calculation of the surface characterization parameters. An image stack is manually loaded into ImageJ and the Python code. After the threshold value has been obtained from ImageJ, it is given as an input in the Python code after which the image analysis and computation process is automated. 3D scatter plots of the CT scanned surface and the fitted ellipse surface are generated using the vertices of the meshed surfaces.

![Figure 6: Schematic view of the proposed methodology for characterizing a conformal cooling channel.](image)

### 3 Results

The generated fitted ellipses are shown in Figure 7 as a 3D scatter plot. The scattered points consist of the vertices from a mesh generated from 900 fitted ellipses. The scale is not the same on all axes since the $x$-axis and the $y$-axis were not constrained with the $z$-axis. This made the plot easier to view. The axes units were kept in pixels.

![Figure 7: 3D scatter plot of vertices from the meshed fitted ellipse surface.](image)
The deviation comparison between the fitted ellipse surface and the CT scanned surface is shown in Figure 8. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the same surface comparison, but at two different angles in order to visualize the 3D geometry. The top part of the Figures represents the right hand side of the CT scanned channel, shown in Figure 2 and visualized in Figure 3. The units on the axes were converted to mm using the obtained voxel size. The x-axis and the y-axis were not constrained with the z-axis, thus the scale is not the same on all axes. Figure 8 shows that the deviation values which were obtained by the comparison were widely distributed. It also shows how one side of the channel had higher deviation values. Table 2 shows an overview of the analysis results obtained from the surface deviation values. It must be noted that these calculations were carried out for the whole surface shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: ((a), (b)) Snapshots of the deviation results taken at two different angles. The plots consist of 3D scatter plots of the vertices from the meshed CT scanned surface, together with the corresponding deviation values. Arrows mark the overhanging area of the cooling channel.](image)

Table 2: Computed deviation results according to ISO 25178-2:2012 together with internal area and volume estimations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_a$ (Arithmetical mean height)</td>
<td>13.7µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{20}$ (Average maximum height)</td>
<td>251 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_6$ (Root mean square height)</td>
<td>21.8 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_d$ (Skewness)</td>
<td>2.88 [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_u$ (Kurtosis)</td>
<td>13.0 [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_p$ (Maximum peak height)</td>
<td>189 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_v$ (Maximum valley height)</td>
<td>64.3 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_i$ (Internal wall area)</td>
<td>11.0 mm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_i$ (Internal volume)</td>
<td>2.49 mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Discussion

In this section the results, the accuracy and the limitations of the proposed method are discussed.

4.1 Indications of Results and Their Accuracy

The arrows on Figure 8 mark the overhanging area of the cooling channel. The overhanging area showed high deviations and it is a well-known problem in LPBF that overhanging areas are experiencing high roughness. The surface deviation plots indicated a gradual decrease in the magnitude of deviations towards the part opposite to the overhanging area. Furthermore, the deviation values observed on the opposite half of the cooling channel surface, as compared to the overhanging area, were more evenly distributed.
The quantitative estimations could be used to further characterize the analysed surface. A $S_2$ value of 13.7 µm was estimated for the overall roughness of the cooling channel. This value is heavily affected by local deviations and thus this is generally not a good singular measure of the areal surface characteristics. The relationship between $R_a$ and $S_2$ is not easily described and is highly dependent on surface characteristics. Some work suggests that a linear relationship with a coefficient of close to 1 between the two factors can be found, as long as the surface primarily consists of non-directional features [26]. Other work shows that similar values may be mistakenly compared [27]. Under the assumption that $R_a$ and $S_2$ values are close but not equal, the values observed in this work were well within $R_a$ values for as-made sand casted components, which typically range between 12.5 µm and 25 µm. In order to reach typical roughness values of components made by investment casting or die casting, the $S_2$ value should be reduced by factors of 5 and 10, respectively [28]. Even though the $S_2$ values might be comparable, a big difference between casted components and SLM manufactured components lies in the dependency on orientation. As visualized in Figure 8, the surface roughness of SLM manufactured cooling channels are highly orientation dependent. This confirms the still on-going challenges with respect to surface texture on SLM manufactured components as compared to conventional manufacturing techniques.

A $S_{20}$ value of 251 µm was estimated. This confirms the large deviation values observed in Figure 8. This value was computed from the average distance between the 10 largest peaks and the 10 deepest valleys, thus the number was likely computed directly from the overhanging area and gave a good idea of the extremes observed.

A $S_1$ value of 21.8 µm was estimated, indicating a large variation in the observed surface deviations. This agreed well with the deviation variation visualized in Figure 8.

The estimated skewness value $S_A$ was 2.88. With reference to Section 2.4, this showed that most of the observed surface was below the mean surface, represented by the fitted ellipse surface. This characterized the surface as a surface with predominantly high peaks and shallow valleys. The estimated kurtosis value $S_V$ was 13.0. The high kurtosis indicated a general distribution of narrow and tall peaks. The plots shown in Figure 8 also confirmed this. For the extreme values, a maximum peak height $S_0$ of 189 µm and a maximum valley depth $S_0$ of 64.4 µm were estimated. The estimated inner area $A_I$ was 11.0 m² and the estimated cavity volume $V_i$ was 2.49 mm³. As seen in Figure 2, the analysed section was close to straight. A straight cylinder of the same dimensions, $D_i = 1$ mm and $L = 3.195$ mm has an inner area of 10.0 mm² and an inner volume of 2.51 mm³. The difference in surface area could be due to the protruding and sunken features of the scanned surface. This may be important in relation to the cooling ability of the cooling channel since more surface area could be in contact with the fluid. The estimation of the inner volume was fairly close to that of a straight cylinder, indicating that the observed surface deviations had less influence on the overall volume of the channel cavity. The high kurtosis and extreme roughness may affect the cooling ability in cooling channels similar to the way that corrugated cooling channels have improved heat transfer as compared to straight channels [29].

The obtained results were difficult to compare with existing literature since no similar work was found. Roughness measurements are typically taken locally using conventional one-directional methods. One of the key advantages of using CT scanning and the proposed method of analysis is the possible investigation of internal features of freeform shaped conformal cooling channels. In order to do a similar investigation using conventional optical or probing techniques, one would have to cut the analysed section into many pieces and conduct an analysis on all separate pieces. This in itself would be very laborious and may introduce sources of error upon the measurements.

### 4.2 Limitations of the Proposed Methodology

The main limitation of the proposed method was related to the restrictions on the format of the analysed input. The image analysis process required each image to have a view of a completely enclosed elliptical shape in order to properly fit an ellipse. This meant that the CT scanned, reconstructed object needed to be aligned such that each image in the produced stack of images had a clear cross-sectional view of the cooling channel, before further processing. The length of the investigated section was heavily limited by the shape of the cooling channel. The smaller the turning angle of a helical cooling channel, the shorter a section must be, in order to have a cross-sectional view of the channel showing a fully enclosed channel. During the generation of fitted ellipses, the inner channel void was cleaned using image dilation and erosion. The kernel size used for this process may have affected the shape and placement of the fitted ellipses. A larger kernel could have a larger effect on smoothing out the extracted contour. Due to the 3D structures within the cooling channel, some features would show up on an image slice as a disconnected structure, some of these features were removed during the noise reduction and led to some of the largest protruding features not being fully with-taken during the fitting of an ellipse.

The focus of this research was on the development of a method for characterizing conformal cooling channels using non-destructive methods. The results were not made traceable, and even though the magnitude of the estimated roughness parameters was within an expected range, the quantitative values cannot be used until traceability of the results has been established. The presented method may be dependent on the spatial resolution of the obtained CT scan. The voxel size must be small enough such that the most common surface features may be detected [30]. Voxel size also directly affects the meshed structure of the fitted ellipses. Larger voxel sizes lead to broader regions of interpolation between the fitted ellipses. This may introduce further error on the estimations. Furthermore, voxel size and surface roughness of a CT scanned part, has been found to influence dimensional analysis of CT scans [31]. Finally, the flow in channels are affected by protruding features along the flow direction and the apparent functionality of the 3D surface characterization parameters with respect to fluid flow are not yet clear.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work proposes a method for characterizing the internal surfaces of conformal cooling channels. The method yielded an overview of the surface feature distribution together with quantitative estimations of the surface area, the cavity volume and surface roughness parameters according to ISO 25178-2:2012. It was found that the proposed method was capable of efficiently giving a qualitative characterization and quantitative estimations of the surface texture characteristics of helical cooling channels. It may require several scans in order to fully characterize a channel geometry, but the amount of work required in order to achieve the same level of characterization by using optical or probing techniques is likely significantly larger. The investigated cooling channel was found to have a highly inhomogeneous roughness distribution with extremes found at the overhanging area of the channel. The surface was characterized as having a positive skewness, spiked peaks and a large variation in the observed deviations. With a working method for the characterization of internal surface features of SLM produced helical cooling channels, the current research has moved on step closer to accurately model and predict the flow and cooling ability of conformal cooling channels. The possibility of readily characterizing and evaluating additively manufactured cooling channels enables studies on the relationship between surface characteristics and production process parameters.

The method may be limited by the quality of the performed CT scans and future work is going to look into the influence of spatial resolution on the estimated surface characteristics. Furthermore, the functionality and traceability of the internal areal roughness estimations of the proposed method will be investigated.
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